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QUESTION 1

In the exhibit, a Funnel stage has two input links. Input 1 (Seq_File) comes from a Sequential File stage with "Readers
per Node" set to "2". Input 2 (Dataset) comes from a dataset created with 3 partitions. In the Funnel stage, the funnel
type is set to "Sequence". 

The parallel configuration file contains 4 nodes. How many instances of the Funnel stage run in parallel? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which derivations are executed first in the Transformer stage? 

A. Input column derivations 

B. Loop variable derivations 

C. Stage variable derivations 

D. Output column derivations 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of the APT_DUMP_SCORE environment variable? 

A. There is no such environment variable. 

B. It is an environment variable that turns on the job monitor. 

C. It is an environment variable that enables the collection of runtime performance statistics. 

D. It is a reporting environment variable that adds additional runtime information in the job log. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Your job will write its output to a fixed length data file. When configuring the sequential file stage as a target what format
and column tab properties need to be considered for this type of file output? 

A. On the Output Link format tab, change the \\'Delimiter\\' property to whitespace. 

B. On the Output Link format tab, add the \\'Record Type\\' property to the tree and set its value to be \\'F\\'. 

C. On the Output Link column tab, insure that all the defined column data types are fixed length types. 

D. On the Output Link column tab, specify the record size total based on all of the columns defined 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A 100MB input dataset has even distribution across 400 unique key values. When you run with a 4-node configuration
file, which two changes could improve sort performance in this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. Convert all numeric fields to varchars. 

B. Set $APT_TSORT_STRESS_BLOCKSIZE to 50MB. 

C. Alter the Sort stage properties to perform a stable sort. 

D. Specify Round Robin partitioning on the input link to the Sort stage. 

E. Specify "Restrict Memory Usage" to 60MB on the Sort stage properties. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 6
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You want to better understand the tsort operators that are inserted into the job flow at runtime. Which environment
variable can provide this information? 

A. $OSH_DUMP 

B. $APT_DUMP_SCORE 

C. $APT_STARTUP_STATUS 

D. $APT_PM_PLAYER_MEMORY 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which derivations are executed last in the Transformer stage? 

A. Input column derivations 

B. Loop variable derivations 

C. Output column derivations 

D. Stage variable derivations 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about Information Server logging? 

A. Multiple configurations can be active at the same time. 

B. Severity levels specify the threshold for saving events in the metadata repository. 

C. You can activate or de-activate the logging configuration in DataStage Administrator. 

D. You must log into the Information Server Web Console as a DataStage administrator in order to configure logging. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Rows of data going into a Transformer stage are sorted and hash partitioned by the Input.Product column. Using stage
variables, how can you determine when a new row is the first of a new group of Product rows? 

A. Create a stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_Product. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product = sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 
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B. Create a stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_Product. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 

C. Create a stage variable named sv_Product and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product = sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 

D. Create a stage variable named sv_Product and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which stage classifies data rows from a single input into groups and computes totals? 

A. Modify stage 

B. Compare stage 

C. Aggregator stage 

D. Transformer stage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer must compare a date column with a job parameter date to determine which output links the row belongs on.
What stage should be used for this requirement? 

A. Filter stage 

B. Switch stage 

C. Compare stage 

D. Transformer stage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements about the Additional Connections Options property in the Teradata Connector stage to specify
details about the number of connections to Teradata are true? (Choose two.) 
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A. The default for requestedsessions is the minimum number of available sessions. 

B. The default for requestedsessions is the maximum number of available sessions. 

C. Requestedsessions is a number between 1 and the number of vprocs in the operating system. 

D. Sessionsperplayer determines the number of connections each player in the job has to Teradata. 

E. Total requested sessions equals sessions per player multiplied by number of nodes multiplied by players per node.
The default value is 4. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two data repositories can be used for user authentication within the Information Server Suite? (Choose two.) 

A. IIS Web Console 

B. IBM Metadata repository 

C. Standalone LDAP registry 

D. Operations Console database 

E. IBM Information Server user directory 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

 

QUESTION 14

You are using the Change Capture stage in your job design to identify changes made to the input link (before image) to
obtain the results in the output link. This job will be using a multi-node configuration file when executed. What are two
requirements on the input link data for the Change Capture stage? (Choose two.) 

A. sorted 

B. merged links 

C. parallel mode 

D. key partitioned 

E. sequential mode 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 15

In a Transformer, which two mappings can be handled by default type conversions. (Choose two.) 

A. Integer input column mapped to raw output column. 

B. Date input column mapped to a string output column. 

C. String input column mapped to a date output column. 

D. String input column mapped to integer output column. 

E. Integer input column mapped to string output column. 

Correct Answer: DE 
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